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This image of women scientists at ISRO celebrating the launch of
the Mars orbiter mission Mangalyaan went viral on the Web (PTI)
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SCIENCE OF SEXISM?
Nobel
Laureate Sir
Tim Hunt’s
joke about
having
women in the
lab has raised
the ‘sexism
in science’
debate again

ROHINI NAIR

W

hen
Nobel
Laureate Sir Tim
Hunt made a joke
about “the trouble
with
having
women in the lab” at the World
Conference
of
Science
Journalists in South Korea
(according to him, “Either you
fall in love with them, or they fall
in love with you, and when you
criticise them, they cry”) he triggered a global outpouring
against perceived sexism in

Science. On Twitter, women scientists from all over the world
posted images of themselves in
their labs, with the hashtag
“DistractinglySexy”. While Sir
Tim has since said the comment
was an ill-conceived joke (his
wife, Prof Mary Collins, is incidentally, an acclaimed immunologist), and has stepped
down from his position at
University
College
London, women in the
STEM
(Science,
Technology, Engineering
and Math) field have
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The actress’ highly anticipated film
ABCD2 released in the theatres on
Friday — which for all of Mumbai,
was marked by the deluge.
Shraddha was worried that her
film’s opening collections at the
box office would take a direct hit
from the showers, with the
audiences staying away...
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said that the comment is indicative of the attitudes many of
them have faced in their careers.
While individual experiences
do differ, with many women in
science reporting having supportive male mentors and institutions and help from their families in pursuing their careers,
overarchingly, there does
seem to be a discrepancy in
the way men and women
in Science are perceived,
and the benefits/recognition they receive.
>>Turn to Pg 28
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A study in the US found that, when given identical
applications from students — with only the name of the
candidate being printed as either “Jennifer” or “John”
professors were more like to choose “John”. This was
true of male/female/junior/senior professors.

“critical mass” of senior women scientists
in the country – and that a multitude of
reasons account for this.
Dr Vijayalakshmi Ravindranath says the
problem isn’t that girls are not opting for
science, or not doing well in them. She
points out that from the 650,000 Inspire
Fellowships that are given out by the
Ministry of Science and Technology, in the
15-17 age group, 49.6 per cent go to girls. In
the 17-22 age group, 34 per cent of the scholarships given out are to girls. And at the
MSc-Phd level, for the scholarships awarded to first rankers, about 60 per cent are to
women. “This shows that there is no shortage of women opting for science,” Dr
Ravindranath says.
It is somewhere between getting a Phd
and embarking on a career in science that
the numbers dwindle. Prof Rohini Godbole
says that what needs to be examined is the
drop in the percentage of women getting
PhDs across sciences to the percentage of
women getting into faculty positions, be it
in Physics, Chemistry or Biology. “You just
don’t see them later. Being a successful
woman scientist is different from just having a PhD,” Prof Godbole says, adding that
the exception to this ‘drop’ phenomenon is
the stream of Medicine.

(L-R) Dr Tessy Thomas; Dr Vijayalakshmi
Ravindranath; Prof Shobhona Sharma

very important time in a scientist’s career. ian workspace and colleagues cannot be
You are no longer a student but are develop- stressed enough. Prof Rohini Godbole also
ing as an independent scientist. My mentor, says that a lot of her learning happened
Michael Boyd, allowed us to develop, he after she took the National Science Talent
supported me even after I came back to Search (NSTS) exam, and having received
India. And there were a lot of women in the the scholarship, she could spend the sumlab, which was unusual for that time,” she mer vacations during her BSC Physics
says. “In those two-and-a-half years, I devel- course at prestigious institutes like the IITs,
oped the confidence that I could run my and her fellow scholars would become her
own lab.”
“lifelong friends”. “The most I learned, was
Dr Tessy Thomas told us how having Dr from my colleagues. Beyond a point, science
APJ Abdul Kalam as the director of the is more about absorbing things from your
DRDO when she joined (she answered a surroundings that will help you in research
newspaper advertisement for a guided mis- (than about teaching). And in this regard,
sile course there, in 1985) was a great boost. you learn a lot from your contemporaries,
“Dr Kalam was so open and so welcoming,” so it’s very important that you should be
Dr Thomas says. “For him, it was all about able to interact with your colleagues withknowledge-sharing, so we all had the oppor- out nuances of gender,” Prof Godbole says.
tunity to learn a lot, and that was very helpWHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE, DR mount importance. “It’s very hard for tor” was her father. “He insisted we should- ful.”
Perhaps Sir Tim Hunt would have done
parasite are well-recognised — a few of the
well to remember that.
And the importance of having an egalitarwomen doing illustrious work in the STEM RAVINDRANATH SAYS, is ensuring women with other responsibilities, to stay n’t waste our time and must concentrate on
women don’t drop out of science, and mak- in science. So we have to create an environ- academics,” Prof Sharma says. Her older
field in India.
ing science gender friendly, is of para- ment such that after investing so much in sister too was an influence; the one who
women’s education, they don’t drop out.” would keep her updated about momentous
Shobhona Sharma — who is a senior proShe also adds that having more women in happenings in biological sciences, like the
fessor and the chairperson of the
leadership positions and having better rep- cracking of the genetic code. And later,
Department of Biological Science at the
resentation for them on committees is Prof Sharma’s husband would prove to be
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research —
extremely supportive of her work and
essential. “As a neuroscientist, I
has met Sir Tim Hunt. She expressed disits demands as well.
can tell you that men and
appointment that he had voiced these
There is a well-known quote
women bring complemenremarks, especially since in person, she
Women students
attributed to Dr Ravindranath:
tary skills to the table.
described him as being very professional
are more
“Science is a jealous mistress”
Women
work
more
and helpful. “But there are many people
SAMRAT
and indeed with such a
through consensus, they
who make such comments, this mindset is
assertive now.
demanding profession, the
have more empathy. Any
a historical trend,” she rues. Rohini
They’re supported
women scientists who have
enterprise works better
women the vote until 1944.
Godbole, a professor at the Centre of High
obel laureate scien- tion.
succeeded have all required
when women and men
Until the 19th century, in In Switzerland, women got
Energy Physics, Indian Institute of
tist Sir Tim Hunt
by families and
to put in quite the balancing
work together.”
Science, says she felt disturbed that somewas forced out of most of the world, it was the vote in 1971!
their numbers
act. But none of them express
Prof Shobhona Sharma
The changes in the lives
one of the stature of a Nobel Laureate
his job for cracking a bad not considered necessary
have increased.
any regrets at the difficulties
recalls that when she was
would make a comment like this. However,
joke. This is a sign of the for everyone to be literate. of women in the last 200
they may have faced, perhaps
the chairperson of the
she adds that there are people who may
times. The people who Universal literacy is a years have been remarkbecause, as Prof Sharma says,
Women’s Cell (at TIFR), they PROF SHOBHONA SHARMA
have the same thoughts, and not voice
shoot cartoonists for taste- fairly recent idea. When ably rapid in historical
“Science is also extremely fulfillwould organise sensitisation
them. “But that doesn’t mean it doesn’t
less cartoons are only a this idea did spread, pre- terms. The mores that
ing”. Dr Tessy Thomas tells us that
programmes, “but the moment we
influence their behaviour,” she points out.
few steps further down the existing social mores developed in civilisations
announced that it was a ‘Women’s Cell ini- while managing her family life with her
“And how to fight that kind of unseen dissame road; it’s just that operated to imprison around the world after the
tiative’, very few men would show up! So career at the DRDO was a tough task, she
crimination is the real issue. If you talk to
they are provoked into women, restricting them advent of agriculture had
how do you make the world gender sensi- was “prepared for the balancing act”. “I felt
women scientists, they will tell you they
rage by jokes about reli- from attending college. lasted for approximately
tive?” she says. However, she has seen a no hesitation,” she asserts. “I enjoyed cookThe first women gradu- 10,000 years. More things
have felt it.”
gion rather than gender.
marked change over the years in the field. ing, I enjoyed looking after my son when he
The khap panchayats of ates in India, Kadambini have changed in these 200
“Women students are a lot more assertive needed me. And I had a lot of support from
and years than in the 9,800
When Dr Tessy Thomas was comthe politically correct fail Ganguly
now,” Prof Sharma says, whose own lab my parents and my husband.”
mended for the successful Agni
to take into account the Chandramouli Basu, were years that preceded them.
has a 50-50 presence of men and
Societies are now in the
V launch, the then Prime
historical
perspective. able to attend college in
On the professional front, having supportwomen. “They’re supported by
Minister Manmohan Singh
The point to ponder before Calcutta only in the 1880s. midst of massive transforfamilies, and their numbers ive mentors is also crucial. Dr
The West wasn’t much mation. There is more to
commended her on “breakbaying for blood over a
Ravindranath, whose work seeks to underhave increased hugely.”
Cambridge be done in the matter of
ing the glass ceiling” – indistray remark (the antithe- better.
stand how Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s are
cating that, yes, there is
sis of Voltairean ideals of University did not admit gender equity, for sure,
Indeed, family sup- caused and draws on the knowledge base of
does exist the metaphorical
free speech) is that sexism women until 1869, and did but it is extreme impaport is crucial. Prof Ayurveda, says her Post-Doctoral fellowglass ceiling to shatter for
is probably far less now not give them full degrees tience to expect that the
Shobhona Sharma ship at the National Cancer Institute in the
will
change
women in Science. The
than at any time in the until 1948. Forget educa- world
reveals that her US was instrumental in developing her conscientists we spoke to
history of human civilisa- tion. France did not give overnight. It can’t.
earliest “men- fidence as a researcher. “The Post-Doc is a
said there was a lack of Prof Rohini Godbole

CIENCE OF
EXISM?

>> Cont’d from Page 21
To bring up just a few reported incidents, a woman researcher who
wrote in to the advice column of
Science magazine, asking how to deal with
a male supervisor who spent far too much
time looking down her shirt, was told to
“put up with it” (the person giving the
advice was a respected woman scientist).
Another incident saw a reviewer for the
journal PLOS ONE advise two women
authors of a paper “to get a male coauthor”. Apart from these incidents, an initiative called The Everyday Sexism Project,
launched to celebrate Ada Lovelace (considered to be the world’s first ‘computer
programmer’) had women scientists and
engineers writing on social media about
encountering mindsets reflective of Sir
Tim’s comments.
Several studies in the US have also highlighted the gender disparity in science —
women researchers/professors are routinely paid lesser than their male counterparts;
on a study where identical student applications were given to university professors in
Physics/Chemistry and Biology departments for evaluation, with the name on top
printed as either “Jennifer” or “John”,
“John” was rated more favourably than
“Jennifer” — whether the evaluation was
by a male/female/junior/senior professor
made no difference. In an extension of this
study, researchers found that the same
results were true of hiring for senior positions as well —when it came to hiring an
assistant professor, people on selection panels recommended the application of a male
candidate 2:1 over that of a female candidate, when the resumes were identical.

More reservations were expressed about
recommending the woman applicant for a
promotion than the male applicant.
The numbers in India aren’t the most
encouraging either. Last year, The National
Task Force For Women In Science released
a report stating, that in 2008, the percentage of women scientists working at institutions like the Department of Atomic
Energy (B.A.R.C) or the Defence Research
Development Organisation (DRDO) was
around 15 and 14 per cent, respectively. At
29 per cent, the Indian Council of Medical
Research had a higher proportion of
women scientists. Similar findings have
been reported by other surveys.
But in spite of the gendered domain that
these reports suggest science might be,
women scientists in India have achieved
remarkable success and recognition in
their chosen fields. Dr Tessy Thomas — or
“Agniputri” or “Missile Woman” as she
was called, after serving as the project
director on the Agni IV and V missile
launches (and assistant project director on
the Agni III launch) is among the wellknown names, as is Padma Shri awardee
Dr Vijayalakshmi Ravindranath, who set
up the National Brain Research Centre in
India and is currently the head of the
Centre for Neurosciences at the Indian
Institute of Science in Bengaluru. There is
Prof Rohini Godbole, who was a member of
the International Detector Advisory Group
for the International Linear Collider (and
editor of Lilavati’s Daughters, the
acclaimed book about the contributions of
women to Indian science) and Prof
Shobhona Sharma, whose contributions in
the study of the biology of the malarial

‘Sexism is
probably far
less now’
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